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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and apparatus for producing a synthetic resin film. Particularly, it relates to a method and apparatus for producing a synthetic resin film in which a tenter is used, which tenter stretches a continuously supplied film in the transverse direction or the transverse and longitudinal directions while the film travels under being clamped at both lateral edges thereof by moving clamp means, wherein improvement was achieved in clamping positions in the transverse direction and/or in the longitudinal direction of the film. The improvement brings reducing abnormal deformation or breaking of the film in the tenter and promoting efficiency in production of films.

[0002] A method end apparatus according to the preamble part of claim 1 and 3, respectively is known from US-A-4,210,987.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

[0003] Tenter in which a continuously supplied film is stretched in the transverse direction or the transverse and longitudinal directions while the film clamped at both lateral edges thereof by moving clamp means is moved therein have heretofore been used. Generally, the former tenter is called a transverse stretching machine and the latter tenter is called a simultaneous biaxial stretching. Such tenters are described, for example, in Japanese Patent Laid-Open (Kokai) No. HEI 6-191700 and Japanese Patent Publication (Kokoku) No. SHO 57-57260 (US Patent Nos. 4,173,611 and 4,210,987).

[0004] The former document discloses a means for adjusting positions of clamping means in the transverse direction based on signals obtained from detection of positions of both lateral edges of a film running toward a tenter.

[0005] The latter document discloses a tenter having a route (first route) for letting a continuously supplied film continuously run toward clamp means of a tenter and a route (second route) for letting a junk film continuously run toward a junk take-over device, and also having a means for selecting either of the routes, i.e., a tenter having a junk film take-over device.

[0006] When a film is produced using a tenter having a junk film take-over device, the film running route is changed from the second route to the first route, and both longitudinal edges of the film arriving at the tenter are clamped by the clamp means and stretching in transverse direction is commenced. However, in this case, a phenomenon is observed, that the film is wrinkled and it makes difficult to maintain the continuous transverse stretching. This phenomenon may be improved to some extent by adjusting the positions of the clamp means by detecting the positions of both lateral edges of the film running toward the tenter disclosed in the former document, but the improvement on the case is not sufficient.

[0007] On the other hand, the conventional tenters are designed to ensure that the clamp means positively clamp the tip of the film when the tip of the supplied film is accepted by the clamp means. In these conventional tenters, the film is likely to be broken at the center portion in the transverse direction at the tip of the clamped film, and a phenomenon can be observed, that the breaking occurred at the tip propagates in the longitudinal direction of the film.

[0008] Each of the above phenomena becomes more and more conspicuous where width of a film is become broad or speed of film fed to a tenter becomes high to promote efficiency of production of film.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The object of the present invention is to provide a method and apparatus according to the preamble part of claim 1 and 3, respectively for producing a film improved in the above problems of the conventional tenters.

[0010] The solution of this object is achieved by the features of claim 1 and 3, respectively. Claims 2 and 4 contain advantageous embodiments of the invention.

[0011] The method for producing a synthetic resin film of the present invention to achieve the above object is as follows.

[0012] A method for producing a synthetic resin film comprising a film supplying step for supplying an original film, a film tentering step for clamping both longitudinal edges of the film supplied from the film supplying step by a pair of continuously moving clamp means provided along both side edges of the film and for stretching the clamped film in the transverse direction of the film, a film recovering step for taking over the film supplied from the film supplying step, without feeding it to the film tentering step, and a film running direction changing step for cutting the film running toward the film recovering step and feeding the tip of the film to the film tentering step, and further comprising detecting the side edge position of the film fed toward the film recovering step and changing the positions of the pair of clamp means in the transverse direction of the film based on a signal obtained through the detecting.

[0013] In the present invention, a tentering step or tenter means a step or apparatus having a function of stretching a supplied undrawn or drawn film at least in transverse (crosswise) direction of the film.

[0014] In the process for producing a synthetic resin film, it is preferable that the distance between a portion on the film fed to the film tentering step clamped at first by the clamp means and the tip of the film in the longitudinal direction of the film is not less than 5 mm and not more than 1,000 mm.

[0015] Here, the part of the film between a portion on the film fed to the film tentering step clamped at first by
the clamp means in the longitudinal direction of the is called the clamp-free portion, and the distance of the clamp-free portion is called the clamp-free length (CFL). [0016] The idea of clamping the film remaining the clamp-free portion can also be applied to a film production process free from the film recovering step, and it reduces the breaking of the film likely to be caused at the tip of the clamped film, thus improving the film production efficiency is also obtained in the process.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017] Fig. 1 is a general side view in respective of an embodiment of an apparatus for carrying out the film production process of the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a partially omitted plan view of the apparatus shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is a side view of the apparatus shown in Fig. 1, in which a film melt-extrusion molding apparatus and a longitudinal stretching apparatus are replaced by a film supplying device while a film take-up apparatus is omitted, to show the other portions in more detail.

Fig. 4 is a partially omitted plan view of the apparatus shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 is a side view of an embodiment of the clamp means used in the tenter in the apparatus shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 6 is a plan view of a film running toward the tenter in the apparatus shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 7 is a plan view of a film clamped at the clamp start position in the tenter in the apparatus shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 8 is a plan view of a film stretched by the tenter in the apparatus shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 9 is a plan view of another example of a film tip form used in the present invention.

Fig. 10 is a plan view of a film broken state caused when the film is stretched by a tenter.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0018] The film production apparatus of the present invention shown in Figs. 1 and 2 is an apparatus for producing a biaxially oriented film. The apparatus includes a supplying step for supplying synthetic resin pellets, a raw film molding step for melting and extruding the resin for molding a raw film, a longitudinally stretching step for stretching the raw film (undrawn film) in the longitudinal direction (lengthwise direction) for forming a longitudinally stretched film (monoaxially oriented film), a tentering step for stretching the monoaxially oriented film in the transverse direction (crosswise direction) for forming a longitudinally and transversely stretched film (biaxially oriented film), and a taking-up step for taking-up the biaxially oriented film.

[0019] The synthetic resin supplying step has a hopper 1 containing synthetic resin pellets.

[0020] The raw film molding step has an extruder 2 for melting and extruding the synthetic resin pellets supplied from the hopper 1, a first filter 3 for filtering the resin extruded from the extruder 2, a gear pump 4 for metering and feeding the resin fed through the first filter 3, a second filter 5 for filtering the resin supplied from the gear pump 4, a film molding die 6 for molding the resin supplied from the second filter 5 into a film, molten resin supply pipes 7 respectively provided between the extruder 2, the first filter 3, the gear pump 4, the second filter 5 and the film molding die 6, and a cooling and solidifying means 8 for cooling and solidifying the film extruded from the film molding die 6. Generally, a casting drum is used as the cooling and solidifying means 8.

[0021] The longitudinally stretching step has a longitudinally stretcher 10 for stretching the film (undrawn film) 9 formed by the cooling and solidifying means 8 in the longitudinal direction (lengthwise direction) of the film.

[0022] The tentering step has a tenter 12 for stretching the monoaxially oriented film 11 obtained by longitudinally stretching by the longitudinal stretcher 10, in the transverse direction of the film (laterally).

[0023] The tenter 12 has endlessly rotating chains 13a and 13b provided along both lateral edges of the film, film clamp means 14 provided on the chains 13a and 13b with a space therebetween, and clamp engaging or disengaging means for making the clamp means 14 engaged with or disengaged from the film.

[0024] The endlessly rotating chains 13a and 13b are disposed to form an inlet parallel portion in which both the chains are substantially kept parallel to each other at the inlet of the tenter 12, an expanding portion downstream of it in which both the chains gradually become more apart from each other, and an outlet parallel portion downstream of it in which both the chains are substantially kept parallel to each other.

[0025] The taking-up step has a take-over device 17 for taking over the biaxially oriented film obtained by transversely stretching by the tenter 12 and a winder 18 for winding the film taken over by the take-over device 17.

[0026] In the passage in which the monoaxially oriented film 11 runs from the longitudinally stretching step to the tentering step, a recovering step for taking over a junk film is provided. Thus, the passage is divided into two passages; a normal film passage indicated by arrow 19 in which the monoaxially oriented film 11 runs toward the tentering step and a junk film passage indicated by arrow 20 in which the junk film runs toward the recovering step. At the branch between the two film passages 19 and 20, a film running direction changing step is provided.

[0027] The film running direction changing step has a film running direction changing means 21, and the recovering step has a film recovering means 22.

[0028] The film production apparatus of the present invention shown in Fig. 1 will be described below in more detail in reference to Figs. 3 through 7.
The film supplying step has a film supply means 31. The film supply means 31 is usually film supply rolls for feeding the film to the previous step, for example, the monoaxially oriented film 11 fed from the longitudinally stretching step to the subsequent step, but can also be film supply rolls for supplying the film unwound from a package of an extrusion-molded film (undrawn film) or a monoaxially orientated film.

The following description shows a case where the monoaxially stretched film 11 fed from the longitudinally stretching step is fed to the subsequent step.

The film running direction changing means 21 has a film cutter 32 and a film running direction selector 33.

The film cutter 32 is a rotary cutter having a fixed blade 34 and a rotating blade 35 positioned to face the fixed blade 34, with the film passage kept between both the blades. The film running direction selector 33 is a plate flap 36 supported pivotally at one end and capable of moving vertically at the other end to allow or prevent the running of the film 11 toward the tenter 12.

A tension roll 37 for adjusting the tension acting on the film 11, a guide roll 38 provided downstream of the tension roll 37 for guiding the film, and nip rolls 39 provided downstream of the guide roll 38 for nipping the film are respectively installed upstream of the film cutter 32. Nip rolls 40 are provided downstream of the film cutter 32 and upstream of the flap 36.

In the downstream of the nip rolls 40 in the direction of the junk film running passage 20, delivery belt conveyors 41 for holding the junk film 11b between them and taking over thereof, nip rolls 42 provided downstream of the delivery belt conveyors 41 for nipping the junk film 11b, and a shredder 43 provided downstream of the nip rolls 42 for shredding the junk film 11b are respectively installed. The shredder 43 has a fixed blade 44 and a rotating blade 45 provided to face the fixed blade 44.

In Fig. 3, when the flap 36 is positioned as indicated with a dotted line, the film 11 runs as the normal film passage 20, delivery belt conveyors 41 positioned as indicated with a dotted line, the guide roll 38, between the nip rolls 39 and between the nip rolls 40 and further, as the junk film 11b, between the delivery belt conveyors 41 and between the nip rolls 42 and finally reaches the shredder 43 in which the junk film 11b is shredded by the fixed blade 44 and the rotating blade 45. In this case, the flap 36 is positioned as indicated by a dotted line. The shredded film is recovered and used as a raw material for producing a film or for any other application.

A case where the film 11 running on the junk film passage 20 is transferred to run in the normal film passage will be described. The film 11 running along the junk film passage 20 is cut in the transverse direction by the fixed blade 34 and the rotating blade 35 of the film cutter 32 actuated. At this time, the flap 36 is also actuated to transpose from the position indicated by a dotted line to the position indicated by a solid line. The film cutter 32 and the flap 36 are actuated by any proper electric signal system not illustrated.

At this time, the cut-off end of the film 11 is taken over along the junk film passage 20 to the shredder 43. The remaining cut tip of the film 11 is guided by the flap 36 and fed along the normal film passage 19 toward the tenter 12.

In Fig. 3, the tenter 12 has the endless chains 13a and 13b rotating along both side edges of the film to be transversely stretched and the clamp engaging and disengaging means 15. Furthermore, the tenter 12 has electrically driven and rotated sprockets 51a and 51b for rotating the chains 13a and 13b and sprockets 52a and 52b for returning the chains 13a and 13b to the sprockets 51a and 51b. Film clamp means 14 spaced from each other are attached on the chains 13a and 13b respectively.

An example of the clamp engaging and disengaging means 15 is shown in Fig. 5. The clamp means 14 shown in Fig. 5 comprises a clip 53 attached to the chain 13a (not illustrated) and a vane 54 pivotally attached to the clip 53.

The clamp engaging and disengaging means 15 shown in Fig. 5 is provided with a motor 55, a rotating shaft 56 attached to the motor 55, a rotating disc 57 attached to the tip of the rotating shaft 56, and an elevator (not illustrated) for elevating and lowering the motor 55. The elevator adjusts a state of clamping of the film with the vane 54 by changing the position of the rotating disc 57 vertically. The elevator is installed in the frame of the tenter 12.

If the vane 54 moved with the movement of the chain 13a contacts the periphery of the rotating disc 57, the top of the vane 54 is pressed outwardly state of which is indicated with a solid line, and the film 11a is clamped between the bottom face of the vane 54 and the top face of the clip 53. The clamped film 11a is released from the clamp means 14 by a clamp release means (not illustrated) provided near the outlet of the tenter 12.

The tenter 12 is provided with a film conveyor 59 for guiding the film 11a fed from the flap 36 to the position where it is clamped by the clamp means 14, i.e., to a clamp start position 58.

The film conveyor 59 is composed of an endless rotating belt 60. The film 11a contacts the upper surface of the belt 60, and is carried with the movement of the belt 60 toward the tenter 12. It is preferable that the film conveyor 59 comprises a belt 60 having perforations and an air sucker provided on the back side of the belt 60.

It is preferable that the film conveyor 59 is positioned as indicated by a solid line when the film 11a is...
accepted by the tenter 12, and can be retracted to the position indicated by a dotted line when it is not necessary.

The tenter 12 is provided with a drive 61 for moving and adjusting the clamp start position 58 in the transverse direction of the film 11a. The drive 61 is disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open (Kokai) No. HEI 6-191700 mentioned above. The tenter 12 is provided with a controller 62 for issuing signals to control the drive 61 for changing the clamp start position 58.

The film running direction changing means 21 is provided with first position detecting means 63 for detecting a side edge position of the film 11 when the film 11 runs toward the junk film passage 20. The position detecting means 63 comprises a sensor capable of detecting the side edge position of the film 11 without any contact, for example, optical sensor. The installation position of the position detecting means 63 can also be the position 63a indicated by a dotted line immediately downstream of the delivery belt conveyors 41 in Fig. 3. It is possible to provide the position detecting means 63 at one side edge of the film 11 or both side edges of the film 11 as shown in Fig. 4, however providing at both side edges is preferable.

The signals relating to the detected side edge positions of the film 11 delivered from the first position detecting means 63 are sent to the controller 62. The controller 62 sends a signal for controlling the clamp start position 58 to the drive 61, and the drive 61 changes the clamp start position 58 for the film 11a in the transverse direction of the film. This change ensures that both edges of the film 11a running toward the tenter 12 as the normal film cut by the actuated film cutter 32 are adequately clamped by the clamp means 14.

It is preferable that the change of the clamp start position 58 is positively effected when the side edge positions of the film 11 are different from the normal positions by more than 20 mm. It is more preferable that the change is positively effected when different by more than 5 mm.

In the embodiment described above, it is preferable that a second position detecting means 64 for detecting at least one side edge position of the film 11a is provided in the normal film passage 19 between the flap 36 and the inlet of the tenter 12.

The signals of the side edge positions of the film 11a detected by the second position detecting means 64 are also sent to the controller 62 and used as signals for controlling the clamp start position 58 of the film 11a. The signals form the second position detecting means 64 are used to ensure that the clamp start position 58 which has been adjusted by the signals from the first position detecting means 63 is further adjusted by the signals from the second position detecting means 64.

In the above embodiment, though a production of a film oriented in biaxial which is obtained by stretching an extruded-molded film (undrawn film) in the longitudinal direction and by stretching thus obtained the mono-axially oriented film in the transverse direction by a tenter is explained, however it is acceptable that a film supplying to a tenter is an undrawn film and the undrawn film is stretched in both the transverse and longitudinal directions during passing through the tenter.

Fig. 6 shows a state where the tip 65 of the film 11a runs toward the inlet of the tenter 12. Fig. 7 shows a state where the tip 65 of the film 11a is clamped by the clamp means 14 at the clamp start position 58.

It is preferable that after the tip of the normal film 11a has been clamped by the clamp means 14 at the clamp start position 58, the clamp start position 58 is kept controlled by the signals from the second position detecting means 64.

The film running toward the junk film passage 20 may be affected by the action of the film recovering means 22 and may not be stable in running position or style. If the film is transferred to run in the normal film passage 19 direction in this state, the running position of the normal film 11a is affected by the abnormal running of the junk film 11b.

The film producing apparatus of the present invention described above is provided with the first position detecting means 63. So, the normal film 11a reaching the tenter 12 is clamped by the clamp means 14 adjusted in position for accepting it, and the normal film 11a is normally transversely stretched by the tenter 12, substantially without being affected by the abnormal running of the junk film 11b.

The adjustment of the clamp start position 58 by the first position detecting means 63 described above is to adjust the position in the transverse direction of the film. These position adjusting means are called first clamp start position adjusting means.

In the film producing apparatus of the present invention, it is preferable that a means for adjusting the clamp start position in the machine direction (longitudinal direction) of the film is further provided at the tip portion of the film. Fig. 3 shows the clamp start position adjusting means added at the tip of the film. The position adjusting means is called a second clamp start position adjusting means.

The second clamp start position adjusting means will be described. This comprises a film tip detecting means 71 provided between the flap 36 and the inlet of the tenter 12 for detecting that the film tip has passed, a clamp engaging and disengaging means for elevating means 72 for elevating and lowering the clamp means 14 for making the clamp engaging and disengaging means 15 for making the clamp clamped by and disengaged from the film, and the controller 62 for receiving the signal indicating the passing of the film tip from the film tip detecting means 71 and sending a signal for controlling the elevation or lowering to the clamp engaging and disengaging means elevating means 72 based on the received signal.

This control is based on the time when the film tip detecting means 71 has detected the passing of the tip of the film 11, the running speed of the film 11 at that
time, and the distance obtained by adding a specific distance to the distance between the film tip detecting means 71 and the clamp start position 58.

[0061] A value in the range from 5 mm to 1,000 mm is used as the specific distance (length). This is the clamp-free length (CFL). This control is intended to ensure that the position at which the clamp means clamp the film at first becomes 5 mm to 1,000 mm upstream of the film tip. In other words, this clamp method forms a clamp-free portion with a length of 5 mm to 1,000 mm at the tip portion of the film.

[0062] The film tip detecting means 71 is a sensor capable of detecting the passing of the film tip, preferably a non-contact type sensor, for example, an optical sensor.

[0063] Instead of the film tip detecting means 71, a means 73 for detecting the film cutting time, for example, a rotary encoder can also be provided in the film cutter 32, to send the signal obtained from it to the controller 62.

[0064] A state where a film having a 5 mm to 1,000 long clamp-free portion formed at the tip portion of the film is clamped is shown in Fig. 8. In the drawing, the clamp means 14 indicated in black are those which clamp the side edges of the film 11a, and the clamp means 14 indicated in white are those which do not clamp the side edges of the film 11a. The portion with the length of CFL upstream of the tip 65 of the film 11a, i.e., the hatched portion is a clamp-free portion 74. In the drawing, a state where the film 11a clamped at a position immediately upstream of the clamp-free portion 74 moves with the movement of the clamp means 14 and begins to be transversely stretched is shown by a dot-dash line. The tip 65a is deformed compared to the tip 65 formed at the moment when clamping starts, but the film tip is not broken.

[0066] The tip of the film 11a shown in Fig. 8 is straight in the transverse direction, but as shown in Fig. 9, the tip of the film 11a can be formed to project trapezoidally in the downstream direction (forward direction). To form the trapezoidally projected tip 75, the film cut straight in the transverse direction by the film cutter 32 can be further cut by traversing traverse cutters (not illustrated) in the transverse direction of the film on both sides without cutting the central portion. The trapezoidally projected tip portion 75 consisting of the straight tip 65 and tapered portions 75a and 75b can be used as the clamp-free portion 74. Therefore, it is preferable that the heights of the tapered portions 75a and 75b in the machine direction (longitudinal direction) of the film are 5 mm to 1,000 mm. In this case, when the film tip 65 has progressed by a distance of 5 mm to 1,000 mm from the clamp start position, the film 11a is automatically clamped.

[0067] If the film without the clamp-free portion 74 is clamped, a crack 76 caused by stress concentration at the tip is likely to occur at the tip 65, and it propagates upstream, to break the film. A film in this state is shown in Fig. 10.

[0068] When a polyethylene terephthalate film was treated by the tenter 12 while the length CFL of the clamp-free portion was variously changed, the film tip was highly likely to be cracked in a length range of 0 mm to 2.5 mm, and the film tip hung down and was caught in the tenter 12 not allowing smooth lateral stretching in a length range of 1,200 mm to 1,400 mm. It was found that in a length range of 5 mm to 1,000 mm, smooth transverse stretching could be effected.

[0069] The above has described a case where the film producing apparatus of the present invention having the recovering step has the first clamp start position adjusting means, and a case where said apparatus has both the first clamp start position adjusting means and the second clamp start position adjusting means. However, even the film producing apparatus without the recovering step can prevent the film from being wrinkled and broken in the tenter, to decrease the wrinkling and breaking, if it has the second clamp start position adjusting means for controlling the first clamping position under forming the clamp-free portion at the tip portion of the film.

Claims

1. A method for producing a synthetic resin film (16) comprising:

(a) a film supplying step for supplying a film (11),
(b) a film tentering step for clamping both longitudinal edges of the film (11a) supplied from the film supplying step by a pair of continuously moving clamp means (14) provided along both side edges of the film (11a) and for stretching the film (11a) clamped by the clamp means (14) in the transverse direction of the film (11a),
(c) a film recovering step for taking over the film (11b) supplied from the film supplying step, without feeding the film (11) to the film tentering step, and
(d) a film running direction changing step for cutting the film (11b) running toward the film recovering step and feeding the tip of the film (11a) to the film tentering step,
characterized in that the method further comprising:
(e) detecting step for detecting a side edge position of the film (11b) fed toward the film recovering step, and
(f) changing step for changing the positions of the pair of clamp means (14) in the transverse direction of the film (11a) based on a signal obtained through the detecting step.

2. A method for producing a synthetic resin film (16) according to claim 1, wherein the distance between a portion on the film (11a) fed to the film tentering step clamped at first by the clamp means (14) and the tip (65) of the film (11a) in the longitudinal direc-
3. An apparatus for producing a synthetic resin film (16) comprising
   (a) a film supplying device (31) for supplying a film (11),
   (b) a film tentering device (12) for clamping both longitudinal of the film (11a) supplied from the film supplying device (31) by a pair of continuously moving clamp means (14) provided along both side edges of the film (11a) and for stretching the film (11a) clamped by the clamp means (14) in the transverse direction,
   (c) a film recovering device (22) for taking over the film (11b) supplied from the film supplying device (31), without feeding the film (11) to the film tentering device (12), and
   (d) a film running direction changing device (21, 33, 36) for cutting the film running toward the film recovering device (22) and feeding the tip of the film (11a) to the film tentering device (12),
   characterized in that the apparatus further comprising:
   (e) a recovering film side edge position detecting device (63) for detecting the side edge position of the film (11b) fed toward the film recovering device (22), and
   (f) a clamp means position changing device (61, 62) for changing the positions of the pair of clamp means (14) in the transverse direction of the film (11a), wherein the positions of the pair of clamp means (14) are changed in the transverse direction of the film (11a) by the clamp means position changing device (61, 62) based on a side edge position signal of the film (11a) detected by the recovering film side edge position detecting device (63).

4. An apparatus for producing a synthetic resin film (16) according to claim 4, wherein a clamp position adjusting means (62, 71, 72) for adjusting the first clamp positions of the film (11a) by the clamp means (14) is provided to ensure that the distance between a portion on the film (11a) fed to the film tentering device (12) clamped at first by the clamp means (14) and the tip (65) of the film (11a) in the longitudinal direction of the film (11a) becomes not less than 5 mm and not more than 1,000 mm.

Revisions

1. Procédé de fabrication d’un film de résine synthétique (16) comprenant :
   (a) une étape de fourniture de film destinée à délivrer un film (11),
   (b) une étape d’élargissement de film destinée à attacher les deux bords longitudinaux du film (11a) délivré par l’étape de fourniture de film grâce à une paire de moyens de pinçage continûment mobiles (14) prévus le long des deux bords latéraux du film (11a) et pour étirer le film (11a) attaché par les moyens de pinçage (14) dans la direction transversale du film (11a),
   (c) une étape de récupération de film destinée à réceptionner le film (11b) délivré à partir de l’étape de fourniture de film, sans amener le film (11) à l’étape d’élargissement de film, et
   (d) une étape de modification de direction de déplacement de film destinée à couper le film (11b) se déplaçant vers l’étape de récupération de film et à amener l’extrémité du film (11a) à l’étape d’élargissement de film,
   caractérisé en ce que le procédé comprend en outre:
   (e) une étape de détection destinée à détecter une position de bord latéral du film (11b) amené vers l’étape de récupération de film, et
   (f) une étape de modification destinée à modifier les positions de la paire de moyens de pinçage (14) dans la direction transversale du film (11a) sur la base d’un signal obtenu par l’intermédiaire de l’étape de détection.

2. Procédé de fabrication d’un film de résine synthétique (16) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la distance entre une partie sur le film (11a) amené à l’étape d’élargissement de film, attaché tout d’abord par les moyens de pinçage (14), et l’extrémité (65) du film (11a) dans la direction longitudinale du film (11a) n’est pas inférieure à 5 mm et n’est pas supérieure à 1000 mm.

3. Dispositif de fabrication d’un film de résine synthétique (16) comprenant :
   (a) un dispositif de fourniture de film destiné à délivrer un film (11),
   (b) un dispositif d’élargissement de film (12) destiné à attacher les deux bords longitudinaux du film (11a) délivré à partir du dispositif de fourniture de film (31) grâce à une paire de moyens de pinçage continûment mobiles (14) prévus le long des deux bords latéraux du film (11a) et pour étirer le film (11a) attaché par les moyens de pinçage (14) dans la direction transversale,
   (c) un dispositif de récupération de film (22) destiné à réceptionner le film (11b) délivré à partir du dispositif de fourniture de film (31), sans amener le film (11) au dispositif d’élargissement de film (12), et
   (d) un dispositif de modification de direction de déplacement de film (21, 33, 36) destiné à cou-
per le film se déplaçant vers le dispositif de récupération de film (22) et à amener l'extrémité du film (11a) au dispositif d'élargissement de film (12),
caractérisé en ce que le dispositif comprend en outre :
(e) un dispositif de détection de position de bord latéral de film de récupération (63) destiné à détecter la position de bord latéral du film amené vers le dispositif de récupération de film (22), et
(f) un dispositif de modification de position de moyens de pinçage (61, 62) destiné à modifier les positions de la paire de moyens de pinçage (14) dans la direction transversale du film (11a), où les positions de la paire de moyens de pinçage (14) sont modifiées dans la direction transversale du film (11a) grâce au dispositif de détection de position de bord latéral de film de récupération (63).

4. Dispositif de fabrication d’un film de résine synthétique (16) selon le revendication 4, dans lequel un moyen de réglage de position de pinçage (62, 71, 72), destiné à régler les premières positions de pinçage du film (11a) par les moyens de pinçage (14), est prévu pour garantir que la distance entre une partie sur le film (11a) appliqué au dispositif d’élargissement de film (12), attaché tout d’abord par les moyens de pinçage (14), et l’extrémité (65) du film (11 a) détecté par le dispositif de détection de position de bord latéral de film de récupération (63).

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Herstellung einer Kunstharzfolie (16), umfassend:
(a) einen Folienzuführungsschritt zum Zuführen einer Folie (11),
(b) einen Folienspannsschritt zum Festklemmen beider Längskanten der Folie (11a), die vom Folienzuführungsschritt zugeführt wird, durch ein Paar von sich kontinuierlich bewegenden Klemmeinrichtungen (14), die entlang beider Seitenkanten der Folie (11a) vorgesehen sind, und zum Dehnen der Folie (11a), die durch die Klemmeinrichtung (14) festgeklemmt wird, in der Querrichtung der Folie (11a),
(c) einen Folienrückgewinnungsschritt zum Übernehmen der Folie (11b), die vom Folienzuführungsschritt zugeführt wird, ohne die Folie (11) dem Folienspannsschritt zuzuführen, und
(d) einen Folienlaufrichtungs-Änderungsschritt zum Schneiden der Folie (11b), die in Richtung des Folienrückgewinnungsschritts läuft, und zum Zuführen der Spitze der Folie (11a) zum Folienspannsschritt,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren ferner umfasst:
(e) einen Erfassungsschritt zum Erfassen einer Seitenkantenposition der Folie (11b), die in Richtung des Folienrückgewinnungsschritts zugeführt wird, und
(f) einen Änderungsschritt zum Ändern der Positionen des Paars von Klemmeinrichtungen (14) in der Querrichtung der Folie (11a) auf der Basis eines Signals, das durch den Erfassungsschritt erhalten wird.

2. Verfahren zur Herstellung einer Kunstharzfolie (16) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Abstand zwischen einem Abschnitt an der Folie (11a), die dem Folienspannsschritt zugeführt wird, der zuerst durch die Klemmeinrichtung (14) festgeklemmt wird, und der Spitze (65) der Folie (11a) in der Längsrichtung der Folie (11a) nicht geringer als 5 mm und nicht größer als 1000 mm ist.

3. Vorrichtung zur Herstellung einer Kunstharzfolie (16) mit:
(a) einer Folienzuführungsvorrichtung (31) zum Zuführen einer Folie (11),
(b) einer Folienspannvorrichtung (12) zum Festklemmen beider Längskanten der Folie (11a), die von der Folienzuführungsvorrichtung (31) zugeführt wird, durch ein Paar von sich kontinuierlich bewegenden Klemmeinrichtungen (14), die entlang beider Seitenkanten der Folie (11a) vorgesehen sind, und zum Dehnen der Folie (11a), die durch die Klemmeinrichtung (14) festgeklemmt wird, in der Querrichtung,
(c) einer Folienrückgewinnungsvorrichtung (22) zum Übernehmen der Folie (11b), die von der Folienzuführungsvorrichtung (31) zugeführt wird, ohne die Folie (11) der Folienspannvorrichtung (12) zuzuführen, und
(d) einer Folienlaufrichtungs-Änderungsvorrichtung (21, 33, 36) zum Schneiden der Folie, die in Richtung der Folienrückgewinnungsvorrichtung (22) läuft, und zum Zuführen der Spitze der Folie (11a) zur Folienspannvorrichtung,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Vorrichtung ferner umfasst:
(e) eine Rückgewinnungs-Folienseitenkanten-Positionserfassungsvorrichtung (63) zum Erfassen der Seitenkantenposition der Folie (11b), die in Richtung der Folienrückgewinnungsvorrichtung (22) zugeführt wird, und
(f) eine Klemmeinrichtungspositions-Änderungsvorrichtung (61, 62) zum Ändern der Positionen
des Paars von Klemmeinrichtungen (14) in der Querrichtung der Folie (11a), wobei die Positionen des Paars von Klemmeinrichtungen (14) in der Querrichtung der Folie (11a) durch die Klemmeinrichtung-Änderungsvorrichtung (61, 62) auf der Basis eines Seitenkanten-Positionssignals der Folie (11a) geändert werden, das durch die Rückgewinnung-Folienseitenkanten-Positionserfassungsvorrichtung (63) erfasst wird.

4. Vorrichtung zur Herstellung einer Kunstharzfolie (16) nach Anspruch 4, wobei eine Klemmposition-Einstelleinrichtung (62, 71, 72) zum Einstellen der ersten Klemmpositionen der Folie (11a) durch die Klemmeinrichtung (14) vorgesehen ist, um sicherzustellen, dass der Abstand zwischen einem Abschnitt an der Folie (11a), die der Folienspannvorrichtung (12) zugeführt wird, der zuerst durch die Klemmeinrichtung (14) festgeklemmt wird, und der Spitze (65) der Folie (11a) in der Längsrichtung der Folie (11a) nicht geringer als 5 mm und nicht größer als 1000 mm wird.